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Abstract - All Color image segmentation may be a terribly
rising analysis topic within the space of color video frame
extracting image analysis and video Quality sweetening.
Several progressive algorithms are developed for this
purpose. But, usually, the segmentation results of those
algorithms appear to be laid low with miss classifications
and over-segmentation. The explanations behind this are the
degradation of video frame extracting image Quality
throughout the acquisition, transmission and color area
conversion. So, here arises the necessity of Associate in
nursing economical image sweetening technique which
might take away the redundant pixels or noises from the
color image before continuing for final segmentation.
During this paper, an endeavor has been created to check
and analyze completely different image sweetening
techniques and thereby checking out the higher one for
color image segmentation. Also, this comparative study is
finished on 2 well-known color areas HSV and color
saturation on an individual basis to seek out that color area
supports segmentation task additional expeditiously with
relation to those sweetening techniques.
Keywords - Watermarking, PSNR, MSE, Watershed
Segmentation, Texture Segmentation. ANN, K-mean, FCM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital video has become Associate in nursing integral a
part of lifestyle and other image processing application. It’s
well-known that video improvements a lively topic in
computer vision has received a lot of attention in recent
years. The aim is to boost the visual look of the video, or to
supply a “better” rework illustration for future machinedriven video process, like analysis, detection, segmentation,
and recognition. Moreover, it helps analyses background
info that's essential to know object behavior while not
requiring costly human visual examination. There square
measure varied applications wherever digital video is no
inheritable , processed and used, like investigation, general
identification, criminal justice systems, civilian or military
video process. Additional and additional video cameras
square measure wide deployed in several eventualities e.g.
Public places, production Plants, domestic investigation
systems etc. Most of the video cameras add the outdoors
which implies the standard of video depends on the climatic
conditions. The camera and video investigation systems
square measure expected effective altogether lighting and
climatic conditions, however the bulk of those cameras
weren’t designed for slow-lighting, so the poor capture
quality of video camera makes the video unusable for

several applications in unhealthy conditions e.g. dark night,
soaking rain, significant snow and fog.
Over the last many decades, there are substantial capability
enhancements in digital cameras as well as resolutions and
sensitivity. Despite these enhancements, however,
fashionable digital cameras square measure still restricted in
capturing high dynamic vary pictures in low-light
conditions. These cameras usually place confidence in
automatic exposure management to capture pictures of high
dynamic vary, however the longer exposure time usually
results motion blur. In addition, image sequences captured
in low-light conditions usually have low signal -to-noise
magnitude relation (SNR). Once the illumination is
extremely low, the extent of noise becomes comparatively
beyond the signal, therefore standard De-Noising techniques
cannot be applied. Design an efficient and quick low
lighting video improvement could be a difficult drawback.
Several approaches square measure developed for
enhancing low-light video but most of them think about
video from moderately dark conditions.
II. CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT
The video improvement remains a full of life space of
analysis by several consultants. There area unit still several
issues of video improvement, like false background
drawback, color shift drawback etc. Video improvement is
one in every of the foremost necessary and troublesome part
of video security closed-circuit television. The increasing
use of night operations needs additional details and
integrated Information from the improved image. However,
quality video of most investigation cameras isn't happy and
troublesome to know as a result of they lack close scene
context owing to poor illumination. Thus one in every of
key issues is image/frame fusion drawback to make sure
higher Image reconstruction and color assignment. An
oversized variety of techniques are projected to deal with
this drawback. During this we have a tendency to target the
present techniques of video improvement, which might be
created higher in poor visibility lightweight. Pre-Processing:
The low lightweight video is applied to the primary step that
is pre-processing. Pre-processing is that the term for
operations on pictures at rock bottom level of abstraction.
These operations don't increase image data content however
they decrease it if entropy is associate metric. The aim of
pre-processing is associate improvement of the image
knowledge that suppresses unwanted distortions or enhances
some image options in video relevant for more process and
analysis task. The low lightweight video is applied to the
primary step that is pre-processing.
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III. IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Image Segmentation is one of the preferable class in image
analysis. There are various applications based on image
segmentations like sorting product in industry, investigation
in security zones, medical images etc. Image segmentation
goal is independent partitioning of an image into disjoint
regions [2]. Segmentation follows identification,
classification and processing.
Image segmentation techniques are as follows:
1. Edge based segmentation.
2. Clustering based segmentation.
3. Region based segmentation.
4. Graph based segmentation.
5. Thresholding based segmentation.
A. Video Segmentation - Video segmentation is a ways of
dividing a movie into meaningful segments. It a process of
labelling independently moving image process [12]. In
video segmentation there are foreground and background.
Foreground is an object and background is a noise. Video
segmentation result could be a Binary image and
Probabilistic image. Binary image which only containing
Foreground only and Probabilistic image likelihood of each
pixel of each pixel being foreground.
There are two approaches for video segmentation:
1. Motion Based
2. Colored Based
Video segmentation generalizes this concept to the grouping
of pixels into spatio-temporal regions that exhibit coherence
in both appearance and motion. Such segmentation is useful
for several higher-level vision tasks such as activity
recognition, object tracking, content-based retrieval, and
visual enhancement.
Henrik Malm Magnus Oskarsson Eric Warrant [5] presented
a strategy for adaptation improvement and noise reduction
for terribly dark image sequences with terribly low dynamic
image vary according to dynamic object. The approach is
extremely general and adapts to the spatiotemporal intensity
structure as to forestall motion blur and smoothing across
vital structural edges and region of image enhancement. The
tactic conjointly includes a sharpening feature that prevents
the foremost vital object contours from being oversmoothed. Most parameters will be set typically for a
awfully massive cluster of input sequences and varied
output sequence. These parameters include: the clip-limit
within the contrast-limited bar graph deed, the utmost and
minimum dimensions of the filtering kernels and therefore
the width of the identical smoothing of the structure tensor
and within the gradient calculations and calculation of MSE.
However, the scaling parameter for the dimension operates
must be adjusted to the amplitude within the current
sequence. The simplest approach once applying the tactic to
color pictures has been mentioned, which incorporates
demos icing from the painkiller pattern in raw input color
knowledge at the same time to the noise reduction. They
Implemented the tactic employing a GPU and achieved
interactive performance. The ultimate goal of perception is
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to allow the perceiving organism to obtain accurate
information about the environment. The final stage of the
perception should be able to recover the functional
properties of objects. This processing is called the categorybased stage. The categorization (or pattern recognition)
approach to perceiving relevant function assumes that two
operations are performed. First, the visual system classifies
an object as a member of one of known categories according
to its visible properties, such as size, shape, color and
location. Second, this classification gives access to stored
information about this type of object, including its function
and expected behavior. Gestalt theorists suggested that the
visual system might be able to perceive an object’s function
by registering functional properties of objects directly from
their visible characteristics without categorizing them. They
called these properties physiognomic characters.
IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
Qing Xu, Hailin Jiang, Riccardo Scopigno, and Mateu
Sbert[1] Presented novel three stage algorithmic program
for terribly low-light video Diamond State noising and
improvement and enhacement of video quality. A brand
new framework for terribly dark videos Diamond State
noising and improvement has been introduced and shown to
for the most part improve current progressive results by in
term of MSE parameter reduction.
Jinhui Hu, Ruimin Hu, Zhongyuan Wang, Yan Gong,
Mang Duan [2] Presented methodology of kindest depth
primarily based method for low light-weight police work
image improvement and image enhancement. Preprocessing for Kindest depth map, American statep
unnatural non-local suggests that de noising and depth
aware distinction stretching are performed in turn during
this algorithmic program to market the visual quality for
low light-weight police work image and pixel based.
Scrutiny with the previous works, this technique is ready to
enlarge the low dynamic vary and promote each globe and
native depth perception for the low light-weight police work
image meantime and processing time. The experimental
results show that this technique generates clearer object
edges and additional distinct depth perception for increased
lowlight police work pictures.
V. MATHEMATICAL THEORETICAL
BACK GROUND
Image parameters like Entropy, MSE, Mean, Variance,
Standard deviation and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
etc [16]. PSNR term is the ratio between the maximum
possible power of signal and the power of currepting noise.
Because many signals have a very wide dynamic range,
PSNR is expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale.
PSNR is used for to measure the quality of Image
compression. PSNR is defined via Mean Square Error
(MSE). If MSE is low then PSNR is high. One possible
objective of clustering is to find a clustering that minimizes
the Mean Square Error (MSE).
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Clustering is finding the structure for the collection of
unlabelled data i.e. clustering is the processes of organizing
data in groups whose members are similar in some way. A
cluster is nothing but the collection of objects which are
“similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the objects
belonging to other clusters. It can be show with simple
graphical example in Fig.-1. In this example we easily
identify the clusters in which data is divided and similarity
criteria are minimum distance.
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Why Matlab? Matlab is intended primarily for
Mathematical Computing. Matlab contains a huge collection
of predefined algorithm which is used for image processing.
An algorithm can be tested immediately without
recompiling it again. Matlab provides an interactive
environment which helps you to work innovatively with
your data and helps to keep track of the files and variable
etc.

Figure 1: Clustering
There are some algorithms for clustering which is frequently
used in image processing and Computer Vision like KMeans Clustering algorithm, Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
algorithm etc.
Cluster analysis or clustering is the assignment of objects
into groups (called clusters) so that objects from the same
cluster are more similar to each other than objects from
different clusters. Often similarity is assessed according to a
distance measure. Clustering is a common technique for
statistical data analysis, which is used in many fields,
including machine learning, data mining, pattern
recognition, image analysis and bioinformatics. Data
clustering is the process of dividing data elements into
classes or clusters so that items in the same class are as
similar as possible, and items in different classes are as
dissimilar as possible. Depending on the nature of the data
and the purpose for which clustering is being used, different
measures of similarity may be used to place items into
classes, where the similarity measure controls how the
clusters are formed. Some examples of measures that can be
used as in clustering include distance, connectivity, and
intensity.
In hard clustering, data is divided into distinct clusters,
where each data element belongs to exactly one cluster. In
fuzzy clustering, data elements can belong to more than one
cluster, and associated with each element is a set of
membership levels. These indicate the strength of the
association between that data element and a particular
cluster. Fuzzy clustering is a process of assigning these
membership levels, and then using them to assign data
elements to one or more clusters.
VI. RESULT AND SIMULATION
Matlab software will be used for the implementation.
Matlab works faster in calculation while working with video
or image.

Figure 2: NN Validation State.

Figure 3: NN Training State.

Figure 4: Error of histogram.
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MSE Analysis represents histogram for multiple layer
option. The irregular result provide to neural network. So
0.2678 Error histogram with 20 bins is the highest value of
this graph represent.

Figure 6: Import data.
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Table 1: MSE Analysis of Neural Network

VII. CONCLUSION
This purpose, a novel Watershed Segmentation technique is
developed. The Watershed Transform is a well-established
tool for the segmentation of images. However, it is often not
effective for textured image regions that are perceptually
homogeneous and morphological criterial of image
processing. A marker location algorithm is subsequently
used to locate significant homogeneous watermarked
regions. A marker driven Watershed Transform is then used
to properly segment the identified regions and image quality
of Particular segmentation approach. The experimental
results demonstrate the superiority of this technique over kmeans clustering.
Therefore, it may well be planned that K-MEAN and ANN
can fail to sight all the peaks and therefore, the main target
modified to plan schemes that may sight all peaks. It’s been
renowned that K-MEAN primarily based situation maintains
stable sub-populations at totally different niches of
multimodal perform. K-MEAN and ANN primarily based
situation algorithmic program once tested on multimodal
perform might maintain stable sub-population at the several
niches and therefore, all solutions or categories may well be
determined. The main bottleneck of this theme was found to
be machine burden. so as to create this theme a viable one,
the main target shifted to plan K-MEAN primarily based
theme. K-MEAN primarily clump algorithmic program has
been planned and also the iterations taken was abundant less
sometimes forty times less than that of K-MEAN and ANN
based schemes. what is more, K-MEAN primarily based
schemes might sight all the peaks and therefore, categories
accurately.

Figure 5: Output Error
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Figure 7: MSE Layer of Analysis Neural Network.
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